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PURPOSE. To investigate in a longitudinal study whether foveolar choroidal blood flow changes are associated with the development of choroidal neovascularization (CNV) in AMD.

METHODS. Relative foveolar choroidal blood velocity (ChBVel), volume (ChBVol), and flow (ChBFlow) were assessed in 135 patients with AMD, at baseline and then annually with laser Doppler flowmetry. All study eyes had visual acuity of 20/40 or better and no CNV at the time of enrollment. Comparison of foveolar choroidal circulatory measurements at baseline and their change before the development of CNV was made between eyes that had CNV and those that did not.

RESULTS. CNV developed in 28 eyes during the study. Baseline average foveolar ChBVol and ChBFlow in these eyes were 24% (P < 0.0001) and 20% (P = 0.0007) lower than that observed in the 165 eyes in which CNV did not develop. In the eyes with CNV, foveolar ChBVol and ChBFlow decreased by 9.6% and 11.5% before the formation of CNV, whereas in the eyes that did not, they increased by 6.7% (P = 0.006) and 2.8% (P = 0.004), respectively. Eyes with lower baseline foveolar ChBFlow were more likely (risk ratio = 3.47, 95% CI: 1.24–8.70) to show visual loss of three or more lines than were eyes with a higher baseline ChBFlow (P = 0.005).

CONCLUSIONS. The development of CNV and visual loss are associated with lower choroidal circulatory parameters at baseline. In addition, the results suggest that decreases in the foveolar choroidal circulation precede the development of CNV in AMD and may play some role in its development. (Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2008;49:358–363) DOI:10.1167/iovs.07-0526

The development of choroidal neovascularization (CNV) in patients with age-related macular degeneration (AMD) often leads to a significant decrease in visual function. Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the pathogenesis of CNV, and they include, among others, the presence of senescence changes in the RPE-Bruch’s membrane-photoreceptor complex, the accumulation of oxidative damage, and the development of ischemia of the outer retina.

The purpose of our study was to investigate whether abnormalities of the foveolar choroidal circulation are associated with the development of CNV in AMD. Throughout the body, angiogenesis is often triggered by ischemia and hypoxia.1,2 Similarly, several ocular diseases, such as diabetic retinopathy, neovascular glaucoma, and vein occlusions, are associated with ocular ischemia and the development of neovascularization. A similar mechanism may also play a role in the development of CNV in AMD.

Previous cross-sectional studies of patients with AMD performed in our laboratory3,4 have suggested that foveolar choroidal blood flow is decreased in patients with dry AMD and that eyes with more severe AMD features have lower foveolar choroidal blood flow, giving some support to the ischemia theory.

We report the results of a prospective study in a cohort of patients with AMD at risk of development of CNV. Our purpose was to investigate in a longitudinal fashion whether foveolar choroidal blood flow decreases before the development of CNV and whether changes in blood flow precede the formation of CNV.

METHODS

This was a longitudinal, observational, prospective study in which choroidal circulatory measurements in the fovea were performed yearly in a cohort of 135 patients with AMD (193 study eyes). One hundred one patients had a year-1 follow-up visit, 89 had a year-2 visit, 87 had a year-3 visit, 59 had a year-4 visit, and 27 had a year-5 visit. The decrease in the number of patients with increasing years of follow-up was mainly due to a staggered, gradual recruitment and not to loss to follow-up.

At the beginning of the study, all 193 study eyes of the enrolled patients with AMD had visual acuity of 20/40 or better, steady fixation, pupillary dilatation of 5 mm or more, absence of other intraocular diseases, refraction error less than ± 7 D, and intraocular pressure (IOP) ≤ 21 mm Hg. At baseline, all study eyes had typical ophthalmoscopic features of AMD and no signs of CNV. According to the inclusion and exclusion criteria, one or both eyes of the same patient were considered study eyes. All patients with AMD were older than 50 years (mean, 70 ± 9.2 [SD]; range, 50–86).

Detailed explanations of the study purposes and protocol were given to each study participant. All subjects were asked to sign appropriate informed and HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) consent forms approved by the human experimental committee of our institution. The tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki were observed.

Ocular foveolar choroidal blood flow (ChBFlow) was determined, and slit lamp and fundus ophthalmic examinations were performed at baseline and then at all subsequent annual visits. Color fundus photographs were also obtained at baseline and then every 2 years. Photographs were graded in a masked fashion by trained readers in the
Fundus Photography Reading Center of the University of Pennsylvania. Grading of drusen characteristics and RPE changes in the study eyes was performed according to the Complications of Age Related Macular Degeneration Trial protocol. The presence of CNV was determined by the reading center in a masked fashion.

After visual acuity determination and slit lamp examination were performed, pupils were dilated with tropicamide 1% (Alcon, Fort Worth, TX) and phenylephrine hydrochloride 10% (Sanofi Winthrop, New York, NY). An ophthalmic examination of the fundus was performed, and then, measurements of relative foveolar choroidal blood velocity (ChBVel), volume (ChBVol), and flow (ChBFlow) were obtained with the laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) technique (OcuLux Instrument, Huntingdon Valley, PA). Detailed descriptions of the method have been published.5–8 A diode laser beam (670 nm) with an intensity of 20 mW was delivered through a fundus camera (model TRC; Topcon, Tokyo, Japan). Diameter of the probing laser beam was approximately 200 μm.

ChBVol and ChBVol are independent parameters obtained by instrument. ChBVel is proportional to the mean velocity of the RBCs within the volume sampled by the laser light and ChBVol is proportional to the number of RBCs. ChBFlow is calculated by the instrument within the volume sampled by the laser light and ChBVol is proportional to the mean velocity of the RBCs. ChBVol is proportional to the volume sampled by the laser light and ChBFlow is the product of ChBVol and ChBVel.

Subjects were asked to fixate on the probing laser beam to determine foveolar ChBFlow. These measurements mainly represent choriocapillaris flow, as discussed previously by Riva et al.5 To monitor the position of the laser on the fovea, an area of the posterior retina (30° in diameter) was constantly illuminated at a wavelength of 570 nm, with a retinal irradiance of approximately 0.03 mW/cm². Proper fixation was confirmed by constant observation through the fundus camera. In each subject, three continuous 30-second measurements of the choroidal circulation in the fovea were obtained while subjects were seated in the darkened room. In patients with newly developing CNV in the study eye during the course of the study, all subsequent yearly measurements were discontinued. This was due to the decrease in vision that usually accompanies the development of CNV.

Brachial artery systolic and diastolic blood pressures (BP_S and BP_D, respectively) were determined by sphygmomanometry (Accutorr IA;Datascope, Paramus, NJ) immediately after blood flow measurements, while subjects were still seated. IOP was then measured by applanation tonometry. The mean brachial artery pressure (BP_m) was calculated according to the following formula:

$$\text{BP_m} = \text{BP}_S + \frac{1}{3} (\text{BP}_D - \text{BP}_S)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Perfusion pressure (PP) for the study eye was estimated according to the following formula

$$\text{PP} = \frac{2}{3} \text{BP}_m - \text{IOP}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Analysis of the blood flow data was performed by a masked observer using a NeXT computer (no longer manufactured) with software specifically developed for the analysis of Doppler signals from ocular tissues.6 Only those parts of the recordings that showed stable circulatory parameters were selected for analysis. Approximately 12 seconds of measurements were included in the analysis of each study eye, and their average was used for the data analysis.

To assess the reproducibility of the blood flow data, we calculated a coefficient of variability (CV) for each study eye derived from three subsequent measurements. The CV was calculated using the formula

$$\text{CV} = (\text{SD}/\text{mean}) \times 100. \text{ CV was 10.3% } \pm 7.2\% \text{ for ChBFlow.}$$

Comparisons of baseline patient and eye characteristics including baseline choroidal circulatory measurements in the fovea were performed between patients in whom CNV developed versus those in whom it did not, using the two-group, nonpaired $t$-test for the comparison of means and the $\chi^2$ test for the comparison of proportions. To estimate a change in foveolar choroidal circulatory parameters right before CNV formation, we calculated the percentage of change as the percent difference between two measurements from the two most recent visits preceding CNV formation in the CNV eyes. The time elapsed between these two measurements was 1 year. For the eyes with no CNV, we calculated percentage of change from all pairs of measurements obtained during two adjacent visits separated by 1 year interval and used their average percentage of change to compare with that of CNV eyes. This ensured that the time elapsed between both measurements was similar in the two groups of eyes.

The association of baseline foveolar choroidal circulatory parameters with three or more lines of visual acuity loss was evaluated by using repeated logistic regression analysis. The correlation from paired eyes of the same patient was adjusted by using generalized estimating equations (as executed by PROC GENMOD in SAS ver. 9.1; SAS Inc., Cary, NC). A two-sided $P < 0.05$ was considered to be statistically significant.

## Results

During the course of our study, CNV developed in 28 eyes of 18 patients and 165 eyes of 117 patients showed no evidence of CNV. Of the 135 patients included in the study, both eyes were studied in 58 and one eye in 77. The fellow eyes of these 77 patients were not included mainly because their low visual acuity. Of the 77 eyes ineligible for the study, only 14 (18.2%) were ineligible due to CNV. Of 117 subjects who did not have CNV in the study eye, 12 (10.5%) had it in the fellow eye at baseline. Of 18 patients with CNV in the study eye, 2 (11.1%) subjects had CNV in the fellow eye at baseline. The difference between these two groups was not statistically significant ($P = 0.91$).

Comparisons of patient and eye characteristics between those in whom CNV developed and those who did not are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Eyes in which CNV developed had higher perfusion pressure ($P = 0.04$) and were more likely to have drusen size $\geq 250 \mu m (P = 0.004)$ compared with eyes in which CNV did not develop.

Comparison of baseline circulatory measurements for the eyes that had later development of CNV and eyes in which it did not develop during the study are shown in Table 3. At baseline, eyes in which CNV developed later had a 24% lower foveolar ChBVol ($P < 0.0001$; Fig. 1) and 20% lower foveolar ChBFlow ($P = 0.0007$; Fig. 2) than eyes in which it did not develop. There was no statistically significant difference in ChBVel between these two groups of eyes (Fig. 3).

In 19 of the 28 eyes with newly developed CNV, we had two or more choroidal circulatory measurements before the development of CNV. For these 19 eyes, we calculated the change in circulatory parameters before the appearance of CNV as the difference in measurements between the two most recent preceding visits. In the other nine eyes, we only had one measurement before the appearance of CNV, and therefore we could not calculate such a change. Of note, measurements obtained in eyes that already had subfoveal CNV were not included in the data analysis, because such measurements are usually not reliable due to the patient’s poor fixation. Furthermore, the flow measurements obtained in the eyes with subfoveal CNV represent mostly the blood flowing through the neovascular net, and therefore may not shed light on the choriocapillaris circulatory changes that led to the formation of CNV.

In 14 (74%) of these 19 eyes we observed yearly decreases in foveolar ChBFlow that ranged from 3% to 54%. Furthermore, in the 19 eyes with new CNV, ChBVol and ChBFlow decreased in a year by an average of 9.6% and 11.5%, respectively, before the formation of CNV, whereas in the 147 eyes with no CNV that had at least two choroidal circulatory measurements in the
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DISCUSSION

Our results suggest that, at the beginning of our longitudinal study, foveolar ChBVol and ChBFlow were significantly lower in AMD eyes without later-developing CNV than in those eyes in which CNV did not develop CNV during the length of our study. Furthermore, before the appearance of CNV, the affected eyes showed marked choroidal circulatory decreases in the fovea. These decreases are significantly larger than the changes observed during a similar length of time in eyes without formation of CNV.

These data support our previous cross-sectional studies showing decreased foveolar choroidal circulatory parameters in AMD eyes and an association between more advanced non-exudative AMD and lower choroidal circulatory parameters in the fovea.

Of interest, our results also show that eyes with lower ChBFlow in the fovea at baseline have about three times higher risk of three or more lines of visual loss than eyes with higher circulatory parameters ($P = 0.005$), suggesting again that a decreased foveolar choroidal circulation may be an independent risk factor for the development of visual impairment in AMD.

Our current longitudinal results increase our understanding of the mechanisms involved in CNV formation by showing that foveolar choroidal circulatory decreases precede the development of CNV. These decreases were not observed in eyes without formation of CNV during the study period. Although our results do not show direct evidence that ischemia has a role in the pathogenesis of CNV, they strongly suggest that this may be the case.

The results from our previous cross-sectional study, which showed an association between worse AMD and decreased blood flow, did not allow us to establish whether the decrease in flow caused the deterioration of AMD or whether it was a result of the AMD progression. The results from our current longitudinal study show that the decreases in flow preceded the formation of CNV, strongly suggesting that these changes may have a role in the development of CNV.

**TABLE 1. Comparison of Patient and Eye Characteristics between Those with and without Newly Developed CNV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject characteristics</th>
<th>Non-CNV ($n = 117$ Subjects)</th>
<th>CNV ($n = 18$ Subjects)</th>
<th>$P$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean age ± SE (y)</td>
<td>70.2 ± 0.83</td>
<td>73.3 ± 2.04</td>
<td>0.18$t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean BP ± SE (mm Hg)</td>
<td>94.8 ± 1.23</td>
<td>99.6 ± 2.67</td>
<td>0.15$t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male (%)</td>
<td>57 (47.9)</td>
<td>6 (31.6)</td>
<td>0.02$t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current smoking (%)</td>
<td>6 (5.04)</td>
<td>1 (5.26)</td>
<td>1.00$t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension (%)</td>
<td>58 (48.7)</td>
<td>12 (63.2)</td>
<td>0.21$t$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PP, perfusion pressure. $t$ Defined as having a history of systemic hypertension or of receiving long-term antihypertension therapy. $\ddagger$ From two-group t-test. $\ddagger$ Fisher exact test. $\ddagger$ From generalized estimating equation to adjust the correlation from paired eyes.

**TABLE 2. Comparison of Baseline Fundus Characteristics between Eyes with Later-Developing CNV and Non-CNV Eyes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drusen Characteristics</th>
<th>Non-CNV ($n = 165$ Eyes) Yes (%)</th>
<th>CNV ($n = 28$ Eyes) Yes (%)</th>
<th>$P$*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Largest drusen size ≥250 μm</td>
<td>57 (38.3)</td>
<td>20 (71.4)</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predominant drusen size ≥125 μm</td>
<td>54 (36.7)</td>
<td>15 (55.6)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥10% Area covered by drusen</td>
<td>20 (13.6)</td>
<td>7 (25.0)</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drusen confluence ≥10 pairs</td>
<td>46 (31.1)</td>
<td>11 (40.7)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal hyperpigmentation ≥250 μm</td>
<td>14 (9.3)</td>
<td>3 (10.7)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPE depigmentation</td>
<td>8 (5.4)</td>
<td>2 (7.1)</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* From generalized estimating equation to adjust the correlation from paired eyes.
Because we used noninvasive technology to assess this hypothesis in human subjects, we cannot answer with certainty the question of whether circulatory abnormalities are the cause or the effect of the disease process. However, our prospective study in which we assessed changes in foveolar ChB-Flow that occurred before the development of CNV suggests a potentially causative role. In this sense, our study may support the ischemic theory, which suggests that a decrease in the delivery and diffusion of oxygen or metabolites may have a role in the formation of CNV, in a similar way to what occurs in other diseases leading to the formation of neovascularization throughout the body.

The choroidal circulation has a very high rate of blood flow and a relatively low oxygen extraction and is the only source of nourishment and waste removal for the outer retina. These conditions are necessary because the choroid must provide a large amount of oxygen and other nutrients across a relatively long distance to the highly metabolic inner portion of the photoreceptors. Thus, it seems logical to assume that the marked decrease in ChB-Flow that we observed in the study eyes before CNV formation may create conditions of ischemia and hypoxia in the outer retina, triggering the formation of new vessels through activation of hypoxia-inducible genes such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF).10–12 Several reports have suggested a role for decreased ChB-Flow in the formation of CNV. Preliminary work of Ross et al.13 has shown an association between the location of macular choroidal watershed vascular filling zones detected by fluorescein angiography and choroidal neovascular membranes. During angiography, watershed-filling zones correspond to the last areas of the choroid that fill with the dye. These areas are most probably the boundaries between adjacent choroidal lobules. The presence of CNV in close proximity to these areas, which are the most prone to ischemia and hypoxia in conditions of decreased ChB-Flow, suggests that ischemia may have a role in the development of AMD-related CNV. Similarly, Guagnini et al.14 in a recent case report study have shown an association between areas of early choroidal hypofluorescence on angiography, which presumably correspond to areas of acute choroidal ischemia, and later development of large neovascular membranes.

Because we compared the baseline circulatory parameters of a group of eyes with newly developed CNV with a group with no CNV formation it was important to ascertain whether the two groups were similar at baseline. As can be seen in Table 2, although age and systemic blood pressure were slightly higher in the CNV eyes, the differences were not statistically significant. A significantly higher perfusion pressure was observed, however, in the group in which CNV developed. This finding is in accordance with our previous study in which we reported that patients with AMD with

| TABLE 3. Comparison of Baseline Circulatory Parameters between Eyes with CNV Formation and Non-CNV Eyes |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|*****|
|                 | Non- CNV (n = 165 Eyes) | CNV (n = 28 Eyes) | P* |
| ChBVol 0.25 (0.01) | 0.19 (0.01) | <0.0001 |
| ChBVel 0.39 (0.01) | 0.41 (0.02) | 0.27 |
| ChBFlow 8.07 (0.33) | 6.39 (0.39) | 0.0007 |

Data are the mean (SE).

* From two group t-test with correlation from paired eyes adjusted using the generalized estimating equation.
higher systemic blood pressure had decreased foveolar choroidal circulatory parameters. This decreased foveolar ChBFlow in patients with systemic hypertension may explain the higher risk of development of CNV in patients with systemic hypertension and also the results of the Macular Photocoagulation Study, which reported a reduced beneficial effect of photocoagulation therapy for CNV in this condition.

At baseline, we found no significant difference in the proportion of patients who had CNV in the fellow eye between patients who did and did not have CNV develop in the study eye. However, we detected a significantly higher proportion of eyes that had drusen >250 μm in the group with developing CNV (71%) than in the non-CNV group (38%). Similarly, predominant drusen ≥125 μm were observed in 56% of eyes with CNV formation versus 57% in the non-CNV group. Finally, drusen confluence and focal hyperpigmentation also seemed to be more prominent in the group of eyes with CNV formation.

More severe expression of AMD increases the accumulation of waste materials and debris in the form of basal laminar deposits. This process is probably associated with a thickening of Bruch’s membrane, leading to an increase in the diffusion distance across the RPE-Bruch’s membrane complex. A combination of decreased choroidal perfusion and increased distance between the choriocapillaries and the photoreceptors could result in a situation in which the choroid cannot supply an adequate amount of oxygen to the outer retina. This hypothesis is strongly supported by the work of Linsenmeier et al. and our previous work showing that ChBFlow decreases with age, even in normal subjects.

Possibly, the increased accumulation of debris and thickening of the Bruch’s complex could also impede the passage of trophic substances that may be important in maintaining the viability of the choriocapillaries. A reduction in the diffusion of such trophic substances could have a role in causing the decrease in choriocapillaries flow observed in our study in eyes with AMD.

Several other studies have shown evidence suggesting decreases in ChBFlow in AMD eyes with CNV that is in agreement with our findings: Mori et al. reported that pulse amplitude is lower in patients with exudative AMD than in patients with nonexudative AMD and age-matched control subjects; Chen et al. showed that pulse amplitude was significantly decreased in eyes with disciform scars in comparison to the contralateral eyes with drusen; Uretmen et al. used color Doppler imaging and reported decreased ophthalmic artery and temporal posterior ciliary artery velocities in eyes with CNV in comparison to eyes with nonexudative AMD; and finally, Rigas et al. (IOVS 2004;45:ARVO E-Abstract 3110) found an increased resistance to blood flow in eyes with neovascular AMD.

The concept of decreased choroidal circulation in patients with AMD has been suggested by additional studies that further support our results. Histopathology conducted in AMD has shown reduction in the cross-sectional area of the choriocapillaris, reduction of density and diameter of the macular choriocapillaris, and narrowing of the lumen and loss in the cellularity of the choriocapillaris. Choroidal perfusion abnormalities have been detected by Pauleikhoff et al. and Boker et al. using fluorescein angiography. Friedman et al. using Doppler imaging reported that blood velocity was decreased and blood velocity pulsatility was increased in the central retinal artery and short posterior ciliary arteries in AMD. This finding led them to conclude that an increase in the resistance of the choroidal vasculature caused by a decrease in the compliance of the sclera and the choroidal vessels may play an important role in development of AMD. Using the same technique, Giulia et al. showed decreased blood velocities in the retrobulbar vasculature, and by using scanning laser ophthalmoscopy and indocyanine green angiography, they also reported increased heterogeneity of choroidal filling time in patients with nonexudative AMD. All these studies strongly point toward a role for vascular impairment and ischemia in the etiology of AMD.

The laser Doppler flowmetry technique provides assessments of relative blood circulatory measurements. Because changes in the optical properties of the measured tissues may affect the hemodynamic measurements, the comparison of relative measurements between normal subjects and patients with AMD has some limitations. The concordance between our results and previous histopathologic and hemody-
namic studies[26–31] further supports our findings and our conclusions. In addition, these limitations are probably of lesser importance in our current prospective longitudinal study in which we measure changes occurring in time in the same eye.

In summary, our study suggests that development of CNV and visual loss are associated with lower choroidal circulatory parameters at baseline and also that decreases in the foveolar choroidal circulation precede the development of CNV in AMD and may play some role in its development. These findings strongly support the role of hypoperfusion and possibly ischemia as an inciting factor for CNV formation and deterioration of visual function. This mechanism probably acts in conjunction with the other etiological mechanisms that have been proposed such as senescence, oxidative damage, and chronic low-grade inflammatory response.[32]
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